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  Overview of Innovation Pilot Process 

September 7, 2021 



 
  
 

   
    

   

   Welcome to Innovation Pilot Process meeting! 
Meeting instructions 

Please use computer audio if possible 
Turn on your camera and mute your microphone 
(icons are all on controls bar) 
If you have any technical issues, click on chat
bubble icon. @Nojiri, Andrew will be able to help you 
out. 
To Raise your hand, click on the hand raising emoji 
and then on the hand 
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Agenda 

1:00 – 1:10 
Introductions – 10 min 

a. Round-robin intros (30sec/person). 
“Name & favorite TV show or movie?” 

1:10 – 2:00 Walk through AOCs and pilot ideas thus far 

2:00 – 2:45 Whiteboard: Goals and objectives for the IPF and individual pilots 

2:45 – 3:00 Closing comments 
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 Update on post-meeting activities 

We had productive follow-up meetings with a 
few stakeholders 
We are plugging into other ongoing stakeholder 
conversations 
Continues to be an open-door policy 
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Meeting Norms 
Be present 
Be respectful of everyone 
This is an open space for discussion 
Chatham House rules: 
 Comments are non-attributable 

Practice democracy of time. Please raise your hand 
The facilitator will keep things moving and use 
“parking lots” to ensure everyone is heard 
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Areas of Collaboration 
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• V2H/V2B/V2G 
• Solutions for 

infrequent events 
• Long-duration 

storage 
• Uses existing

backup assets for 
regular grid ops 
events 

• Microgrids 
• Grid Mod/ AMI/ 

smart devices 

Affordability 

• Reducing costs 
generally 

• Incorporating 
input from LMI 
groups 

• Targeted LMI 
programs 

• Energy efficiency 

Organized into a few  Areas  of  Collaboration (AOC)  buckets/labels.  
We want  to make sure we heard the broad list  of  problems  and goals  

that  will  form  the basis  of  a Workplan 
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Decarbonization 

• Energy storage 
• Increase 

DER/DR/EE 
• Aggregating 

assets to serve 
other functions 

• Hydrogen 
• Grid Mod 
• Renewables & 

new/enabling
tech 

EOT 

• Make ready
infrastructure 

• Increase EV 
adoption 

• Electrify fleets 
• More chargers for 

EVs & micro-/e-
mobility 

• Workplace and
MUD charging 
solutions 

IT and 
Cybersecurity 

• Build 
“sandboxes”/data
warehouses 

• Develop API tools 
• Digitize & 

automate 
decision-making 

• Improve
cybersecurity 

• Develop more 
interoperable 
telecom 

Resilience and 
Reliability 
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 Goals of a pilot project 



  

  
  

  
  

 
   

 

Purpose of the Innovation Pilot Process 

“…the Commission is including a Pilot 
Process to foster innovation by establishing 
an expedited implementation process for 
pilots that test new technologies, programs, 
business models, and other arrangements. 
This is intended to support initiatives by
the Companies to test new programs and ideas 
quickly and elevate any successful pilots 
for consideration of full-scale 
implementation.” 
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Pilot Guiding Principles 

Innovation 
Flexibility 
Iteration 
Collaboration 
Prioritize Learning 
CommunityCustomer-focused 
Speed 
Ownership 
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  Goals/objectives/metrics for a great pilot 

Open discussion: 
 What does a great pilot look like to you? 
 What are the overall goals for the portfolio of pilots? 
 We heard that there’s a time dimension – near-term 

“easier” opportunities/wins vs. longer-term more 
complex ideas. Let’s talk about this. 
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Next Meeting 

September 28th (1 - 3 PM) 
Follow-up meetings 
Purpose: 
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Feel free to contact any of us: 
Darren Ishimura darren.ishimura@hawaiianelectric.com 
Julian Sculley julian.sculley@hawaiianelectric.com 
Andrew Nojiri andrew.nojiri@hawaiianelectric.com 
Earle Ifuku earle.ifuku@hawaiianelectric.com 
Eric Kashiwamura eric.kashiwamura@hawaiianelectric.com 
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Closing Comments 

Mahalo for your time! 



  
   

     

   
     

      

  
   

     

  
   

  

  Workplan Development Framework: Guiding 
Principles 

Innovation - Innovation can take many forms and does not require paradigm-shifting inventions.
The Framework will be open to testing Pilots across a broad array, including but not limited to new
technologies, customer engagement programs, business models, products, services, and other
arrangements. 
Flexibility - The Framework process will incorporate innovative ideas and be open to input and 
continuous improvement. Since Pilots operate with a higher degree of technology risk and market
uncertainty, there must be an ability to adjust and pivot during the Pilot, with reasonable 
communication and transparency. 
Iteration - The Framework process itself will incorporate lessons on the process of launching and 
executing multiple Pilots over time and be open to input from Stakeholders and will thereby improve 
over multiple iterations with time. Learnings from previous Pilots will be used in planning for future 
Pilots. 
Collaboration - Ideas for Pilots can originate from the Companies or from Stakeholders through a 
flexible engagement process that will value and respect the time commitments, contributions, and 
expertise of the participants. 
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  Workplan Development Framework: Guiding 
Principles (cont.) 
Prioritize Learning - The goals and objectives of each Pilot will be set to prioritize learning and 
communicating results to Stakeholders. Learning from Pilots includes clearly stating assumptions, 
measuring results, and adjusting. Since there is inherent uncertainty in testing new approaches,
there is an understanding that not all Pilots will be expanded into full commercial or permanent
business offerings as originally stated in a Workplan or Notice. 
Community-focused - An overarching objective of all Pilots collectively will be to enable customers 
and community members to make empowered choices or benefit from innovative solutions. Pilots will 
be set up to test ideas, assess solution readiness, and measure community and market feedback. 
Speed - The Framework process is set up to act quickly within the guardrails set by the Commission.
Notices should be filed and approved in a timely manner and Pilot schedules will be set to prioritize 
speed of execution. 
Ownership - All Stakeholders should take ownership of the Framework process and Pilots that 
emerge.  The Companies recognize that developing Pilots will require a shared vision and common 
set of values. Empowering Stakeholders to identify opportunities for innovation, following through on 
implementing their ideas, sharing in others success, and achieving measurable impacts and lessons 
learned will help to build a strong foundation for transitioning successful Pilots to full-scale solutions. 
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